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Vibrational and electronic entropy of b-cerium and g-cerium measured
by inelastic neutron scattering
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Time-of-flight ~TOF! inelastic neutron-scattering spectra were measured onb-cerium ~double hcp! and
g-cerium~fcc! near the phase-transition temperature. Phonon densities of states~DOS! and crystal-field levels
were extracted from the TOF spectra. A softening of the phonon DOS occurs in the transition fromb- to
g-cerium, accounting for an increase in vibrational entropy ofDSvib

g2b5(0.0960.05)kB /atom. The entropy
calculated from the crystal-field levels and a fit to calorimetry data from the literature were significantly larger
in b-cerium than ing-cerium below room temperature, but the difference was found to be negligible at the
experimental phase-transition temperature. A contribution to the specific heat from Kondo spin fluctuations was
consistent with the quasielastic magnetic scattering, but the difference between phases was negligible. To be
consistent with the latent heat of theb-g transition, the increase in vibrational entropy at the phase transition
may be accompanied by a decrease in electronic entropy not associated with the crystal-field splitting or spin
fluctuations. At least three sources of entropy need to be considered for theb-g transition in cerium.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.144111 PACS number~s!: 64.30.1t, 63.20.2e, 78.70.Nx
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of vibrational entropy to solid-state pha
transitions has become well established over the past dec
Considerable experimental1–6 and theoretical7–11 work has
gone into investigating the vibrational entropy of phase tr
sitions in metallic alloys. In alloys, the vibrational entropy
often compared with a significant configurational contrib
tion. For elements, however, entropy can only be vibration
electronic, and magnetic.

A few recent experimental studies have shown that e
tronic entropy can also make a significant contribution
high-temperature phase transitions inf-electron metals. In-
elastic neutron-scattering measurements showed an inc
of vibrational entropy during the cerium fcc~g! to bcc ~d!
transition at 1000 K~Refs. 4 and 6! that was so large that
thermodynamically significant electronic entropy decre
was required to explain the latent heat. Similar measu
ments on uranium also showed significant electro
contributions—only for uranium the electronic entropy i
creased in the higher-temperature phases.12 For cerium it was
suggested that the increase was due mainly to an increa
the electronic density of states at the Fermi level.4 Calcula-
tions of the electronic density of states of fcc and bod
centered-tetragonal cerium13,14give some support to this sug
gestion. For uranium, however, the large effects
temperature on the electronic structure12 suggest that a more
sophisticated approach is needed to explain the electr
entropy. In this work we consider the vibrational and ele
tronic contributions tob- andg-cerium.

The degenerate electronic states of isolated atoms are
into various crystal-field levels in a crystal. If this crysta
field splitting of electronic levels is of orderkBT, there is a
contribution to the specific heat associated with the par
occupancy of the electronic states. This is seen as
0163-1829/2002/65~14!/144111~6!/$20.00 65 1441
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Schottky anomaly in the specific heat. Crystal-field exci
tions observed in neutron magnetic scattering can be use
identify the crystal-field energies. Magnetic scattering can
effectively isolated from phonon scattering because it do
nates at low angles whereas phonon scattering dominat
high angles. A phase transition can change the local sym
try and the strength of the crystal-field splitting and hen
change the entropy. In the present work we compare
4 f -electron level splitting ofb- and g-cerium to determine
the change in crystal-field entropy. We also consider the c
tribution from spin fluctuations of the 4f -electrons seen as
broadening of the measured crystal-field energy levels.
identify any remaining entropy contribution, we compare t
vibrational and crystal-field splitting entropies with the late
heat measured at theb-g transition temperature. We deduc
that there is a third contribution to theb-g transition, prob-
ably electronic in origin.

II. EXPERIMENT

Two different cold-rolled and annealed plates~approxi-
mately 100 g each! of 99.91% pure cerium in theg phase
were measured at 300 K. Forb-cerium measurements at 15
and 300 K, one of theg-cerium plates was transformed t
more than 95%b-cerium using a thermal cycling techniqu
similar to that described by Koskimaki, Gschneidner, a
Jrand Panousis.15 The procedure involved cycling from room
temperature to 77 K 20 times, annealing at 345 K for 6 da
and cycling another 20 times.

Neutron-scattering measurements were performed on
LRMECS spectrometer at the Intense Pulsed Neutron So
~IPNS! of the Argonne National Laboratory. The sampl
were mounted in a closed-cycle helium displex refrigera
Inelastic measurements were made with incident neutron
ergies ofEi545 and 25 meV. The raw data were correct
for self-shielding, sample environment background, detec
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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efficiency, and theki /kf phase-space factor. The data we
normalized in absolute units of millibarns/~steradian Ce
atom! by comparison to a vanadium standard measured
der identical spectrometer conditions, giving the scatter
function S(u,v), whereu is the scattering angle and\v the
energy transfer.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The analysis of the magnetic scattering is described
detail elsewhere.16 The procedure involves summing ceriu
data over the low angle range from 1.95°–51.6° to incre
statistics and minimize the contribution from phonon scat
ing, which increases withu. Figure 1~a! shows the magnetic
and phonon contributions for the low angle sum at 300 K a
Ei545 meV. The higher-resolution data obtained withEi
525 meV did not reveal any additional information on t
magnetic scattering at 300 K because the lifetime broade
was much greater than the instrument resolution. The m
netic peak positions were fit using the peak positions infer
from low-temperature measurements and accounting
thermal broadening.16 The phonon contribution was approx
mated using a measured La spectra and accounting fo
relative cross sections.

The phonon scattering was studied by summing over
high angle range 55.3°–118.5°, where the phonon scatte
was largest; and looking at the 300-K data where the m
netic excitations were weak and broadened. Using the m
netic form factor, the fits to the magnetic scattering data w
extrapolated from the low angle data to the high angle ra
and subtracted from the phonon scattering. The size of
magnetic correction is shown in Fig. 1~b!.

The incoherent multiphonon scattering was determined
eratively to all orders using a procedure similar to that
scribed by McQueeney.17 The procedure involved using
trial phonon density of states~DOS! to calculate the mean
square atomic displacement^u2& and time-dependent self
correlation functionG(t), where

G~ t !5E
2`

`

dv
g~v!

v
n~v!exp~2 ivt !, ~1!

FIG. 1. Phonon and magnetic contributions toS(v) for b-Ce at
300 K; ~a! Ei545 meV and summed over the low angle ran
1.95°–51.6°,~b! Ei525 meV and summed over the high angu
range 55.3°–118.5°. The phonon contribution above the pho
cutoff ~about 14 meV! is from multiphonon scattering.
14411
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g(v) is the phonon density of states, andn(v) is the thermal
occupancy factor. This was used to calculate the total in
herent dynamic structure factor summed over the dete
angle~2u! range,

S̄calc
inc ~v!5(

u

1

2p\
exp@2Q2~u,v!^u2&#

3E
2`

`

dt exp~2 ivt !expS \2Q2~u,v!G~ t !

2m D
3expF2

t2

2 S DE~v!

2\ D 2G , ~2!

where

Q~u,v!5A2M

\2 S 2Ei2\v22EiF12
\v

Ei
cos~2u!G1/2D ,

~3!

m is the nuclear mass, andM is the neutron mass. The ex
pression in square brackets in Eq.~2! includes a Gaussian
instrument energy resolution of variable width,DE(v), and
minimizes cutoff errors in the numerical Fourier transfor
The momentum transferQ(u,v) is determined from the ex
perimentally measured scattering angleu and the energy
transfer\v.

By expanding the exponential in Eq.~2! containingG(t),
the incoherent single phonon and elastic scattering were
termined. These were subtracted from the total scatte
to give the multiphonon-angle-averaged dynamic struct
factor

S̄m,calc
inc 5S̄calc

inc 2S̄0,calc
inc 2S̄1,calc

inc , ~4!

where the subscriptsm, 0, and 1 refer to the multiphonon
elastic, and one-phonon contributions, respectively. Althou
the previous result was calculated for incoherent scatter
the angle-averaged result is also a good approximation
the multiphonon coherent scattering since the interfere
terms in the coherent cross section cancel each other
large extent.18 The coherent elastic scattering is just a de
function convoluted with the instrument energy resoluti
and thus was easily fit and subtracted.

The measured total dynamical structure factor minus
elastic peak was averaged over the detector angles 2u and
scaled to matchS̄calc

inc (v)2S̄0,calc
inc (v). The multiphonon part,

Eq. ~4!, was then subtracted to give an estimate of the o
phonon scattering plus a small nearly constant backgro
from multiple scattering, which was removed. The remain
intensity was used to determine a new phonon DOS that
in turn used to recalculate the multiphonon contribution. T
procedure was repeated until the phonon DOS converge
within statistical errors. Convergence required three ite
tions. The final phonon densities of states are shown in
2. Theg-cerium~fcc! andb-cerium@double hcp~dhcp!# pho-
non densities of states were essentially identical to the
responding fcc and dhcp phonon densities of states meas
for lanthanum.19 For both Ce and La there is a shift in inten
sity to lower energies in the transition from dhcp to fcc ne
the cutoff energy~;12 meV!.

n

1-2
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IV. DISCUSSION

The measured phonon DOS~Fig. 2! was used to calculate
the phonon part of the specific heat. The constant volu
~harmonic! part of the phonon specific heat was calcula
using

CV,vib~T!53kBE
0

`

g~v!S \v

kBTD 2 expF \v

kBTG
S expF \v

kBTG21D 2 dv.

~5!

The size of the anharmonic contribution from volume exp
sion, Cp2CV59Bna2T, was estimated using the specifi
volumen, bulk modulusB ~0.20 mb!,20 and the thermal ex-
pansion coefficienta(8.131026 K21) ~Ref. 4! of g-cerium.
This contribution was less than the error on the specific h
~0.1 J/mol K! over the temperature range shown and was t
neglected. It is assumed that the anharmonic contribution
b- and g-cerium are similar in magnitude since they ha
similar densities and are both close-packed structures di
ing only in stacking sequence.

The g-cerium ~fcc! magnetic spectra have a crystal-fie
excitation at 17 meV.16 For a 4f electron with fcc symmetry
this corresponds to a transition from a doublet (G7) to a
quartet (G8).21 The b-cerium ~dhcp! data did not show all
the crystal-field peaks because some were too weak
broadened to separate from the quasielastic scattering.
details of this problem are discussed in a separate repo
the magnetic scattering in this data set.16 The basic problem
seems to be a fairly strong hybridization of thef states with
the conduction band. This makes accurate predictions
thermodynamic quantities from simple crystal-field mod
difficult without supporting measurements. Fortunately, ca
rimetry measurements were made onb-cerium at low tem-
peratures by Koskimaki and Gschneidner, Jr.,22 Tsang

FIG. 2. Phonon DOS curves forb- andg-cerium at 300 K.
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et al.,23 and Gschneidner, Jr. and Pecharsky.24 After subtract-
ing the phonon part using Eq.~5! we fit the remaining hea
capacity by assuming three contributions from the electro
degrees of freedom:~i! crystal field, ~ii ! spin fluctuations,
and~iii ! the usual electronic excitations at the Fermi ener
The phonon-subtracted specific heat is shown in Fig. 3.

Theb-cerium dhcp structure has an equal number of s
with distinct cubic and hexagonal site symmetries. The cu
site has the same doublet (G7) to quartet (G8) 17-meV
crystal-field excitation as the fcc structure.16 As discussed by
McQueeneyet al.,16 it is possible to predict the hexagon
level scheme from the measured cubic levels by follow
the assumptions of the superposition model.25 Briefly, the
relevant crystal-field scaling parameters only depend on
polar coordinates of the ligands, which are identical on b
the cubic and hexagonal sites. Based on the cubic split
then the crystal-field level scheme on the hexagonal site
u6 1

2 & at 0, u6 5
2 & at 1.9, andu6 3

2 & at 9 meV.16 Thus, if we
neglect the effects of lifetime broadening, the crystal-fie
~CF! specific heat can be determined using

CCF~T!5(
n

F En
2

Z~T!kBT22
]Z~T!

]T

En

Z~T!2GexpS 2En

kBT D ,

~6!

where

Z~T!5(
n

expS 2En

kBT D , ~7!

FIG. 3. Phonon-subtracted heat capacity ofb-cerium ~circles!.
Phonon contribution was calculated from theb-cerium phonon
DOS shown in Fig. 2. The crystal-field~Schottky! contribution was
calculated from the level scheme determined using the inela
neutron-scattering spectra~Ref. 16!. The spin-fluctuation~Kondo!
contribution was calculated with the Coqblin-Schrieffer model~Ref.
28!. The thick curve shows the sum of the crystal-field, sp
fluctuation, and electronic contributions. The linear electronic c
tribution was adjusted such that the sum matched the specific
at high temperatures. Peak at around 10 K is due to an antife
magnetic transition. The heat capacity was borrowed from meas
ments of Koskimaki and Gschneidner, Jr.~Ref. 22!, Tsanget al.
~Ref. 23!, and Gschneidner, Jr. and Pecharsky~Ref. 24!.
1-3
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MICHAEL E. MANLEY et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144111
andn is summed over all levels~half on cubic sites and hal
on hexagonal sites!. The crystal-field specific heat calculate
from this scheme is shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted t
the lifetime broadening of the crystal-field levels
significant.16 A justification for using the simple model o
sharp levels is that the specific heat is an integral quantity
the details of the broadening are smoothed out to a la
extent. We do, however, include the broadening in
ground state separately below.

The interaction of the localized 4f electrons with the con-
duction electrons spreads the energy of the ground-state
blet ~u61

2& on the hexagonal sites andG7 on the cubic sites!.
This can be seen as quasielastic spin fluctuations in the
tron inelastic magnetic spectra.16 The spread of these state
contributes an additional term to the electronic specific h
The simplest way to treat this problem is with the Kon
impurity model as is often done with heavy fermio
systems.26 The problem is in fact very similar, but with
much higher Kondo temperature (TK;40 K)25 and a much
weaker enhancement of the electronic specific heat at
temperatures. Further support for this approach is that a
sistivity anomaly inb-cerium at around 50 K has been inte
preted successfully in terms of a quenched Kondo scatte
mechanism.27 Rajan calculated an exact expression for
specific heat using the Coqblin-Schrieffer model.28 For the
doublet ground states the specific heat from spin fluctuat
~SF! is given by28

CSF~T!5kBE
2`

` gSF~«!~«/2kBT!2

cosh2~«/2kBT!
d«, ~8!

where gSF(«) is the spin-fluctuation density of states th
modifies a standard result for a two-level system. We
proximate the spin-fluctuation density of states as a Lore
zian with a half width determined from the neutron qua
elastic width extrapolated to zero temperature,;4 meV.16

The calculated specific heat for this contribution is labe
‘‘spin fluctuation’’ in Fig. 3. We did not attempt to fit the
specific heat at the lowest temperatures because of the
ferromagnetic ordering transition at;10 K.

If we assume temperatures to be well below the Fe
temperatureTf , and that the energy derivatives of the ele
tronic DOS can be neglected, the electronic specific hea
the free-electron model can be expressed in terms of
electronic DOS at the Fermi level,Cel(T)5g(« f)(p

2/
3)kB

2T. Therefore, with these approximations just one adju
able parameter, the electronic specific-heat constang
5g(« f)(p

2/3)kB
2, was required to fit the remaining elec

tronic contribution to the specific-heat data. The fit, shown
Fig. 3, givesg5(7.060.1) mJ/mol K2. With this it is con-
firmed that temperatures are well below the Fermi tempe
ture sinceTf5(p2/2)(kB /g)56060 K. Since the narrow 4f
bands result in the largest derivative, our second assump
depends mainly on the location of the 4f bands with respec
to the Fermi level. According to Baer and Busch29 the 4f
bands lie;900 meV below the Fermi energy ing-cerium
and thus should not affect the derivatives. More recent
sults suggest it may be in the 1–2-eV range.30 In any case, if
the next term in the Sommerfeld expansion was large,
14411
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additionalT3 term would need to be added to the electron
specific heat. The data did not warrant such a correction

Despite the simplicity of the models used, the sum of
various electronic components fit the data surprisingly w
above the antiferromagnetic transition, Fig. 3. It should
pointed out, however, that many assumptions were not q
correct. In fact, it seems unlikely that the crystal-field pictu
is even correct in a strict sense since the hybridization w
conduction electrons is so strong.16 A more accurate mode
would include the hybridization of each crystal-field sta
with the conduction electrons. On the other hand, since
specific heat is adequately reproduced the total entropy a
ciated with the electrons must be correct even if the sep
tion into parts is not as clean as the simple models sugg

The calculated contributions to the specific heat were u
to calculate the entropy difference betweeng- andb-cerium
as a function of temperature using

DSi
g2b~T!5E

0

T DCi
g2b

T
dT, ~9!

where i indicates the entropy contribution~i 5el, vib, CF,
and SF!. Although the spin-fluctuation part was significant,
made no measurable contribution to the entropy differe
because the quasielastic scattering ofg-cerium is nearly
identical to that ofb-cerium.16 Crystal-field and vibrational
entropy differences are compared in Fig. 4. At the expe
mental transition temperature~420 K!, the crystal-field con-
tribution is negligible compared to the vibrational contrib
tion. The latent heat measured at;420 K implies an entropy
change of only 0.05kB /atom,31 which is smaller than the
change in vibrational entropy. Thus, by setting the sum of
entropy differences equal to the latent heat, Fig. 4 implies
electronic entropy difference of DSel

g2b52(0.04
60.05)kB /atom. This difference is similar to what is foun
using the electronic specific-heat constants that Koskim

FIG. 4. Crystal-field, vibrational, and electronic contributions
the entropy difference betweeng- andb-cerium. Thick curve shows
the sum of the three components. The electronic component
adjusted so that the sum equaled the value obtained from the l
heat measurement of Gschneidner, Jr.et al. ~Ref. 31!.
1-4
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VIBRATIONAL AND ELECTRONIC ENTROPY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144111
and Gschneidner, Jr.22 used to fitg- and b-cerium calorim-
etry data (20.096kB /atom). However, Koskimaki and
Gschneidner, Jr.22 noted uncertainty in the electroni
specific-heat constant forb-cerium due to the low-
temperature antiferromagnetic transition~Fig. 3!. Perhaps
more significant was the fact that the spin-fluctuation con
bution was not included. At the time of their publicatio
~1974!, to our best knowledge, heavy fermions were n
known and the calculations of Rajan28 did not exist. The
neglect of spin fluctuations probably explains why th
found such an unusually large value at low temperatu
~;46 mJ/mol K2! but could not reconcile it with the high
temperature trend. Based on the impurity model withTK
;40 K, the low-temperature limit of the specific heat is
order C(T→0)/T5g51.29pkB/6TK;100 mJ/mol K2.28 It
is therefore not surprising that they found a significantly e
hanced electronic specific-heat constant at low temperatu

Because of this uncertainty in the electronic specific he
the electronic specific-heat constant ofb-cerium ~dhcp! was
assumed to be equal to that of dhcp lanthanum.22 The present
results make no such assumption and thus imply indepen
estimates of the electronic specific-heat constants:
60.1) mJ/mol K2 for b-cerium from the fit in Fig. 3 and
(6.260.8) mJ/mol K2 for g-cerium after accounting for the
latent heat and other entropy terms. Compared with the
ues used by Koskimaki and Gschneidner, Jr.,21 9.4
mJ/mol K2 for b-cerium ~which is actually just the lantha
num value! and 7.5 mJ/mol K2 for g-cerium, our results are
slightly smaller, but their difference is similar.

The crystal-field and electronic entropies tend to stabi
the g phase with respect to theb phase at low temperature
Although the crystal-field entropy difference is negligible
the measured transition temperature~420 K!, the crystal-field
entropy difference becomes important at the lower~true!
transformation temperature, 283 K, determined in a 20-y
study by Gschneidner, Jr.et al.31 Of course in a 20-yea
ev

r,

B

D

et
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study it is not possible to measure the latent heat and, t
determine the total entropy change. However, inspection
Fig. 4 shows that the entropy difference is essentially
same in magnitude as at 420 K but that the crystal-fi
entropy assumes a more significant role with respect to
electronic entropy~from continuous excitation of electron
across the Fermi energy!.

V. SUMMARY

Many competing sources of vibrational and electronic e
tropy need to be included in the equation of state of ceriu
The contributions of the vibrational and electronic degrees
freedom to the entropy of theb andg phases of cerium were
determined. Their different temperature dependencies cha
their relative importance. At the experimentally observ
transition temperature~;420 K!, a vibrational entropy dif-
ference ofDSvib

g2b5(0.0960.05)kB /atom is dominant, fol-
lowed by the electronic contributionDSel

g2b52(0.04
60.05)kB /atom, and then a negligible crystal-field contrib
tion. The crystal-field entropy difference dominates at lo
temperatures, and is comparable to the electronic contr
tion at the true transition temperature 283 K. A contributi
from spin fluctuations was determined, but made no diff
ence between the two phases.
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